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ABSTRACT
As universities increasingly teach at scale, new challenges are introduced and compounded where students are offered greater choice. A key challenge is to maintain an understanding of the student experience within the huge increase in variations in student study path. This understanding is necessary to provide feedback to both faculty and students, and institutionally for the enhancement of quality. This is the first description of one fresh approach to this challenge. Whilst based on the experience within a large distance learning university, the findings are relevant to all institutions working at scale. Moving from a traditional relational structure to a multi-model database makes it possible to quickly design study path queries to explore the richness of available data. We provide an overview of this approach that could be applied by other universities and higher education institutions where data is not being fully utilised.
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INTRODUCTION
As universities increasingly teach at scale new challenges are introduced. These are further compounded as institutions increasingly offer greater levels of choice to students (in terms of which modules to study, which order to study them, and how long to extend study before qualification). A key challenge is to maintain an understanding of the student experience and the results from the huge increase in variations in student study paths: particularly because of the fragmentation of module cohorts into sub-cohorts [2]. This understanding is necessary to provide feedback to both students and faculty and is required institutionally to enable the continued enhancement of quality [5]. This paper is the first description of one fresh approach to this challenge. Whilst the approach is based on the experience within a large distance learning university, the findings are relevant to all institutions working at scale. It demonstrates that a new approach to data is key to facilitating the analysis of student study pathways. For many years, this University has offered great flexibility of study and as wide a study choice as it is possible to offer through a modular approach. By design, the University holds high levels of data for all student study. However, whilst it is possible to create bespoke queries of this data, experience has shown this to be too resource-intensive to readily enable different analyses of the student experience; leaving colleagues frustrated that many of their questions about the experience of students within their qualifications remained unanswered. By moving from a traditional relational database structure to a graph database, a powerful graphical query language makes it possible to quickly design study path queries that more readily explore the richness of available data. In this paper, we provide an overview of this approach that could be applied by other universities and higher education institutions where data is not been fully utilised to enhance the student experience, and describe the next steps.

Experience in one university, from years of working with data arranged conventionally in a relational database structure, had shown that whilst it was always possible to answer specific study path questions, the level of resource required often made the question practically unanswerable. The queries involved were usually complex and required specialist knowledge. By 2017, database technology had developed to include successful graph and multi-model solutions and so we decided to approach the question afresh. While there was no shortage of data, the struggle was to derive meaning around the student experience.

The new database technologies much more readily supported linked data, through graph methods. Multi-model databases support different database structures (including graph, document and key-value) within a single database. Therefore, how would we organize the data if we were starting from now and intending to make the student and their experience central to how we worked with and developed curriculum? How simple could the data structure be to aid analysis and understanding?

One intended outcome is to create a model that makes data more accessible to the people that need to learn from it. The ideas expressed by Prestigiacomo et al around the concept of translucence are of value [9]. Namely the linked values of
visibility, awareness and accountability. For us, the first step is to make students’ study choices and experience visible. Through analysis we can better understand and therefore gain and share awareness, which in turn can support proper accountability, i.e. informed actions.

**Terminology**

As confusions can be introduced through differing uses of terms, this is how we will use some key terms within this paper.

*Course:* the programme of study leading to a qualification.

*Key Introductory module* – A module designed as the entry point to degree study.

*Module:* a coherently designed and delivered unit of teaching and learning on a particular subject. This will usually also be the smallest portion of learning that can be awarded credit towards a qualification.

*Presentation:* due in main to the logistics of managing teaching resource and ensuring quality of assessment, most universities will offer each module with discreet start, end, and assessment dates. Each time a module is offered, each presentation, it maybe with different staff teaching, and variations in content and assessment.

*Programme of study:* the modules that need to be passed before a qualification can be awarded. Each qualification will have its own rules about compulsory and optional modules, and the order of study. There may be institutional rules also applying. The programme of study for a qualification will include all the potential modules and rules for that qualification. For an individual, their programme of study comprises their particular choices, both planned and taken towards their intended qualification.

*Qualification:* a widely recognised certificate a university awards to students on successful completion of a particular programme of study.

*Smallest creditable element (SCE)* – this element is the combination of student-module-presentation, nothing smaller than this is awarded credit. We can also think of this as a student study attempt on a module. The smallest creditable element may differ from university to university.

*Study attempt* – when a student begins to study a module and passes a particular point (determined by each university) to avoid the very early dropouts that would otherwise skew the data, they make a study attempt, irrespective of the outcome of this attempt. For the model described here, we generally grouped outcomes into: pass, fail, defer, withdraw. More detail was available within the database to be called on if necessary.

*Study path/route:* This is the chronological series of modules actually attempted by an individual student. It includes modules failed as well as passed, and those from which a student has withdrawn; perhaps to return to later (deferred).

**METHODOLOGY**

In order to represent the student study data within a graph structure, an initial step was to define which data are initially aligned with vertices and which to the edges connecting them. The simplest arrangement is to define the vertices as representing the SCE, containing the student experience of their attempt to study a module. The edges would then represent the link between starting one module and starting the next and record the time gap between these. The edges have direction, showing the order in which modules were studied. In the database we have named this vertex collection as ‘Study’ and the edge collection as ‘Path’. There is an analogous pair of collections for the curriculum. These are called ‘Module’ and ‘Qualification’.

This group of four collections is sufficient to allow every student pathway study experience to be explored and to hold the record of every programme of study within the University. They structure the data within the database to model the relationships between them from the perspective of the student. It is important to note that no new data were sought. This model contains existing data, organized in a new way [4]. The values stored in the vertices collection were taken from the University’s existing data warehouse. The edges for the paths collection were calculated programmatically from the existing data, with scripts written in Python.

There were several potential databases capable of enabling this metaphor to be realised. We selected ArangoDB for a several reasons, including: that it was both free and open source; had the potential to be fully scalable to meet institutional needs; offered Azure and AWS integration; uses a single, elegant query language; is based on sound technology; has complete flexibility.

In order to use the model, queries are required. To make it as accessible as possible, these queries must be readily available and straightforward to modify for a specific context. A query library was therefore established as a documented repository. An example of a very simply query is one that will plot the study path of a specific student. The database recognises the linked relationships and by default this query returns the data plotted as a graph, like the one on the left in Figure 1. The plot on the right is the same base query adapted for the Module and Qualification to return the programme of study for a single qualification.
The plot reduces to one that is possible to interpret visually. Module-module transitions passed by at least ten students. Figure 2 demonstrates this further, as it only includes a recognisable ‘long tail’. The plot on the right-hand side of study paths carry the majority of students. The pattern has paths are travelled by very few students and a small number have repeatedly found that a significant proportion of study (n=937) from one Science Key Introductory module [3]. We aggregated onward study of a single cohort of students who began their study with the University in one specific presentation of one Science Key Introductory module and collate their ongoing study.

Over three years we have worked with faculty academics who have outstanding pathway questions, exploring the model’s capacity to answer these. These include an exploration of onward study paths, where colleagues in the faculty of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) had been trying to establish the study routes students take through their Science curriculum. As a first step, we considered the cohort of students who began their study with the University in one specific presentation of one Science Key Introductory module and collate their ongoing study.

Another case study involved supporting those leading the Psychology qualifications in reviewing their effectiveness. For this study, all students who had study paths consistent with the qualifications were included and the relative effectiveness of each of these study paths compared. Two further case studies looked at study choices in different subjects. One in Computing and IT and the other in Language Studies.

RESULTS
The results revealed a greater than anticipated complexity. The left-hand plot in Figure 2 illustrates this. It shows the aggregated onward study of a single cohort of students (n=937) from one Science Key Introductory module [3]. We have repeatedly found that a significant proportion of study paths are travelled by very few students and a small number of study paths carry the majority of students. The pattern has a recognisable ‘long tail’. The plot on the right-hand side of Figure 2 demonstrates this further, as it only includes module-module transitions passed by at least ten students. The plot reduces to one that is possible to interpret visually.

For the first year of the degree in Language Studies, we found 1436 potential study routes and instead of plotting the results of the query, for this case study we introduced a textual notation for the study paths. This enabled the aggregated study paths to be exported to familiar software, in this case Microsoft Excel, for further analysis. As an example, the study path in the left-hand side of Figure 1 could be, (Ma-P1, Mb-P1, Mc-P1)->Md-P2->Me-P3: where Ma is Module A and P1 is presentation 1. Concurrent study is grouped alphabetically within brackets.

The case study in which we considered a review of a whole qualification, in which there are 64 study paths designed into the programme of study revealed several valuable insights that would not emerge in the conventional processes around reporting. Two of these are: that the positive impact of choosing to study one module over another in the first year of study continued for at least two further modules; that although numbers on all presentations through the qualification were very healthy, no student had managed to successfully attempt the whole programme of study due to timing, not failed attempts – even though technically feasible.

The model readily enables other analyses. For example, any university where there are options to extend study over a longer period, will have an interest on the impact of study gap/overlap on study outcome and the student experience [7,8]. It was possible to demonstrate this analysis for a portion of one programme of study. The findings of this limited study indicate a clear optimum rate of study and will lead to further work on this question.

DISCUSSION
Invariably, when we discussed the pathways model with colleagues, their responses fell into two main groups: those focused on improving curriculum, and those wanting to provide students with advice and guidance. From experience of applying the model over three years, it is clear there is potential to support both. The results highlight the importance of not simply focusing on the major study paths as a long tail of a significant proportion of students take less travelled study routes.

The multi-model database approach made it possible for the data model to be designed as a metaphor for the student experience. This makes it instantly more accessible to a wider proportion of users and for analysis [1]. This assists with the cultural change required to move form the current structures for reviewing curriculum developed over decades. It also aids those who are uncomfortable, intimidated or confused when faced with current dashboards. The database can present data to AI platforms and the ArangoDB query language includes machine learning queries. We have yet to test both of these.

An obvious advantage of the database’s native representation of linked data as a graph is that it is a powerful way to reveal patterns, both expected and unexpected. For example, the...
plot of a student study path in Figure 1, immediately shows that this student studied their first three modules concurrently.

The current version of the pathways model does not yet include the fine-grained data that does exist for many activities and interactions within module presentations. This was due to a deliberate decision to start as simply as possible.

Figure 3. A mock-up of a qualification based interactive visual query of the model.

CONCLUSION
Through a reorganization of existing data, we have built a straightforward data model as a metaphor for the student study experience. By implementing this model within a multi-model database, it can be used to readily answer many questions that have, in some cases, remained intractable for years. The database recognises relationships in query results and natively produces graphical arrangements of these. The benefits of this are to make the data more accessible to a wider range of those who need to learn from it, including staff and students, and to further analysis using conventional and deep learning methods. The model, technology and approach are of value to any university grappling with student experience.
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